To whom it may concern

Subject: Request to be considered a contributor to the work of the Global Alliance to Eliminate Lead Paint

My LEADERS Nepal endorses the goals and objectives of the Global Alliance to Eliminate Lead Paint and wishes to be considered a contributor to the work of the Global Alliance.

The contribution that we would like to make to the work of the Global Alliance is described below:

1. Environmental aspects: LEADERS Nepal is conducting different research in lead in paint issue and lunch awareness program for general people with the support of QAP trust fund.

2. Health aspects: LEADERS Nepal is conducting Blood lead level testing program very first time in Nepal and analyzing the root causes of ill in the children.

3. Worker’s health: LEADERS Nepal is conducting research on occupational worker’s health and create awareness with the support of different trade unions with the support of ministry of health, government of Nepal.

4. Legislation and regulation [Insert description of the in-kind or financial contribution and the timeframe for this: LEADERS Nepal has been nominated as chief technical institution to formulate lead in paint standard in Nepal and it is working as technical as well as steering committee member of this committee. Hopefully, Nepal will have lead in paint standard soon.

5. Others: LEADERS Nepal is lobbying with Ministry of Environment, Nepal to be contributor of GALEP.

We understand that this letter of intent is not legally binding and that a copy of this letter of commitment and the name of LEADERS Nepal will be publicly listed on the Global Alliance web site.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

Prof. Dr. Vinod P. Shrestha
President
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Tel/Fax: 977-1-4419091, Email: leaders@wlinfo.com.np
www.leadersnepal.org.np